
2D

You CAN use the same pieces you 
used in Breadth and Concentration

5 Actual Pieces
MUST be smaller than 14” x 20”

Will be matted/mounted
Will be “turned in”

(experimentat ion)



2D

CANNOT use the same pieces for 
both Breadth and Concentration

12 total piecesorder DOES matter!

(process & progress)



Pieces display obvious use of:

___ Neg/Pos Space - Figure/Ground Relationship

___ Variety

___ Rhythm-moving pattern 

___ Contrast - differences

___ Unity - overlapping, clustering, repetition, feels together

___ Emphasis-rule of thirds, framing, focal point, primary, secondary, dominance

___ Balance-symmetry, radial, or asymmetry

___ Movement-guide the eye around piece, leading lines, etc.

___ Color Relationships – complementary, analogous, etc.

___ Scale – size relationships

___ Other: __________________________________________

___ Other: __________________________________________

2D

CANNOT use the same pieces for 
both Breadth and Concentration

12 total pieces

(variety)





Concentration Commentary / “Essay” Questions 
 

Instructions 
1. CollegeBoard Students:  

o Type up and print a copy (for Quick) for FINAL portfolio day  
 ONLY Times New Roman or Calibri font style, 11-12 pt. font size, include the questions 

and your name  
 1st Question=500 character max., 2nd Question=1350 characters max. 

o Save in your folder in “15 Final Portfolios” folder BEFORE portfolio day  
o Copy and Paste to your College Board account under “Concentration” > “Commentary” 
o Quick will go by file numbers for your official order 

 
2. Non-CollegeBoard Students:  

o Type up and print a copy for Quick – turn in with final portfolio in on portfolio day 
 ONLY Times New Roman or Calibri font style, 11-12 pt. font size, include the questions 

and your name  
 1st Question=500 character max., 2nd Question=1350 characters max. 

o Save in your folder in “17 Final Portfolios” folder BEFORE portfolio day 
o Quick will go by file numbers for your official order 

 
3. To check character count: highlight passage > Review > Word Count > “Characters (with spaces)” 

 

 
Answer the following questions: 
 
Hint: look back through previous Concentration Critique Essays 

  
1. What is the central idea of your concentration?  

2. (500 characters maximum) 
 

          Hint: Rephrase the question in your answer, keep it simple, 3-4 sentences 

 
How does the work in your concentration demonstrate your exploration of 

your idea? (1350 characters maximum) 

 
You MUST refer to specific images as evidence. 

When referencing specific images, indicate the image numbers  
 

 
 Content suggestions: 

1. Make it personal. How does this concentration 

personally connect to you?  
2. What inspired you? Who inspired you? 
3. Reference artists or historical people/events  
4. Use art vocabulary – What was your 

element/principles focus? 
o Elem/Princ: line, shape, contrast, 

pattern, form, balance, emphasis, etc. 
o Vocab: juxtaposition, intent, 

compelling, employed, illustrate, etc. 

1 

2 

Sentence starter ideas for this question: 
Integration of my concentration idea and my work is demonstrated by …  

My works relate to each other by ...  

Investigation, discovery, and decision making are seen in …  

Transformation and growth are demonstrated by …  

My skills using media and materials are displayed in …  

Originality and innovation are shown in …  

My documentation of references and resources can be found in ...  

I transformed any appropriated imagery by ...  

 



Pre-write Area 
Web, list, bullet, etc. 

 
1. What is the central idea of your concentration?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. How does the work in your concentration demonstrate your exploration of your 
idea? You MUST refer to specific images as evidence.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



2D Design: Concentration Commentary Examples 
 

 
2D Example #1 
 
What is the central idea of your concentration? 
The central idea of my concentration project is a book documenting breakthroughs, both positive and negative, 
which occurred during the 20th century. The pages feature a main collage on the left side, and three additional 
pictures accompanied with text on the right side. The collage is intended to illustrate the breakthrough, while 
the photos on the right side of the page are purely aesthetic to the design of the spread. This book creatively 
but factually illustrates eleven breakthroughs.  
 
How does the work in your concentration demonstrate the exploration of your idea? You may refer to 
specific slides as examples. 
I began with the year 1903, when Wilbur and Orville Wright made the first successful flight, and ended with the 
year 1997 when the Pathfinder landed on Mars. Throughout the collages I experimented with different effects. 
For example in the Manhattan Project collage one can notice the apparent blurring of many of the images. In 
contrast, the Disney World collage features no blurring, and is essentially a range of images over a stylized 
background. Furthermore, I experimented with filters on the World War II collage, I found that the filter changed 
the whole appearance of the illustration. Additionally, in the Personal Computer collage I used both drawing 
and digital mediums, mixing the two mediums created an interesting appearance. Although my project shows 
growth and use of different effects, consistency is maintained through the use of similar layout selection. At last 
I was satisfied with my spreads. Each emulated the events creatively and showed growth through 
experimentation with various mediums and different effects on [P]hotoshop. 

 

2D Example #2 
 
What is the central idea of your concentration? 
The central idea of my concentration is Incognito. Humans utilize metaphoric masks to hide our true identity. 
Because of this, our city becomes artificial and fake. We feel naked without them, so we have become 
"incognito addicts."  
 
How does the work in your concentration demonstrate the exploration of your idea? You may refer to 
specific slides as examples. 
We are surrounded by illusions and the things around us are not always what they seem to be. We use masks 
as a tool to become incognito, but in the process of wearing these masks, our identity could be lost. I wanted to 
capture in my pieces the idea that human beings rely on objects or ideas to deceive either themselves or 
others in order to put on another identity more suited for the world that thrives on superficial impressions. I 
began to first take a self-exploration and depicted how people can use the internet (Image 4) to mask 
themselves or my awareness of my own identity (Image 6). I then turned towards the media because the 
media itself is very incognito for the news that they broadcast are often opinionated and biased though we as 
the viewers take it in as fact. Many truths are masked by the media through reports such as those on 
celebrities (Image 8) and current events such as the Haiti and Chile earthquakes (Image 10). People are eager 
to seek acceptances of themselves, so in their attempts to blend in, they tend to conform to the group (Image 
11) they want to belong to, so in that process, they lose their identity. Their individualism becomes incognito.  

  



 

 

2D Example #3 

 
What is the central idea of your concentration? 
I explored the idea of illustrating for a written narrative. In this case, the narrative is my own. I enjoy the 
concept of combining creative writing with the visual arts, and focused on the narrative and schematic 
aspect of the works: how it characterizes and tells a story. The artworks are arranged in the order that they 
would appear in the book. 
 
How does the work in your concentration demonstrate the exploration of your idea? You may refer 
to specific images as examples. When referencing specific images, please indicate the image 
numbers. 
I took inspiration from common visual elements of fantasy novels. For example, image 1 is of a map, a tool 
utilized by many famous fantasy works (like the Lord of the Rings). Image 2 is a chapter title artwork, which 
is used on a smaller scale in books such as Harry Potter or Fablehaven. Images 3, 4, and 12 share a 
common format: that of a book illustration, which works as a "snapshot" of the story's events. As I continued, 
I began to experiment with other ways of telling a story through visualization. For example, I tried a few 
graphic novel segments that could be inserted into the story (images 7 and 9). Although these are obviously 
polarized approaches, I attempted to unify the work through style, repeating characters, and a similar, muted 
color scheme (looking at the work as a whole, one might notice that the basic color composition changes as 
the main character moves to a new environment; it goes from green-brown, to purple, to red). 

For reference, here is a short summary of the story's events: it revolves around a young girl growing up in 
1940s England. When her widowed father is forced to join the army, she is suddenly transported to a 
strange world (this transition happens between images 4 and 5), where she must come to grips with the idea 
that she is unable to get back. 

 
 

2D Example #4 
 
What is the central idea of your concentration? 
The main idea of my concentration is roller coaster design. I have always been inspired to design roller 
coasters out of the ordinary and wanted to be more creative towards them, different from the standard type of 
roller coasters that we usually see. 
 
How does the work in your concentration demonstrate the exploration of your idea? You may refer to 
specific images as examples. When referencing specific images, please indicate the image numbers. 
My initial idea of concentration was a theme park. But as the year progressed, I began to narrow my ideas and 
focus more on just roller coasters, which, for many people, are the major part of theme parks. With each 
additional piece, I noticed the intrication and uniqueness of working with each roller coaster creation. The ideas 
of each piece came from my imagination to express my joy of riding each coaster. I am amply satisfied to have 
created some of these unrealistic coasters that dwell in my imagination. 
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